Access for everywhere you work

Being out of office doesn’t need to mean being out of touch. With AT&T Private Mobile Connection, mobile and remote workers can work where they want thanks to a maximized, reliable and secure Wide Area Network. After all, everybody works best when connected.

Key features

- Customer private network extension into the cellular network
- Truly redundant backup of existing wireline deployments
- Wide support of prevalent WAN technologies to enable leveraging of existing WAN deployments
- Enablement and connectivity of mobile workers and locations that are hard to reach
- Cost-effective and efficient Machine-to-Machine connection of devices

AT&T Private Mobile Connection

With features that meet both IT and business needs, AT&T Private Mobile Connection can help your organization establish a highly secure and more reliable private wireless network.

Security features
- Private IP, Firewall, Access Control

Network extension
- Enables the extension of existing private network into the cellular network

WAN technologies supported
- MPLS, IPSec, GRE tunnels

Flexibility
- Freedom to choose device & operating system needed to support your application

Customization
- Wireless network deployment customization to effectively support your data applications

True redundancy
- True redundancy in back-up deployments

Learn more about AT&T Private Mobile Connection at www.att.com/privatemobileconnection
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